
Overnight Mr. Johnson has upped the anti by stating that there was
strong possibility of no deal and that businesses should start to
prepare for this outcome. Talks however are continuing and the
positions will be reviewed on Sunday. That review could include
continuing negotiations if there is some light at the end of the tunnel
but commentators are still very much of a 50:50 view. Markets are
more likely to remain weak for the rest of this week on the back of the
uncertainty. 
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Equities: Negative tone continues overnight as European markets and UK face the possibility
of a no deal hard Brexit..British  Following the infamous dinner Boris Johnson said on Thursday
there was "a strong possibility" Britain and the EU would fail to strike a trade deal. At stake is
around $1 trillion in annual trade at risk of facing tariffs and quotas if a deal cannot be reached
before transition arrangements end on Dec. 31.The weakness in markets is despite the ECB
announcing an additional €500 billion stimulus and a broader bond buying programme. In the
US authorities signed off on the Pfizer vaccine but politicians continue to fight over a future
stimulus package which left markets weaker overnight.
Currencies: The dollar weakened in early European trade Friday, with optimism of a recovery
from the Covid-19 pandemic weighing on this safe haven, while the pound weakened on
growing Brexit uncertainty. The Dollar Index, which tracks the greenback against a basket of six
other currencies, was down 0.1% at 90.797, trading near a two-and-a-half year low. Elsewhere
GBP?USD continued its sharp losses on the back of Borris Johnson speech .Sterling has shed
just short of 1% so far this week as negotiations between the U.K. and the EU to agree a trade
deal over some $1 trillion in annual trade have proved fruitless to date.
Safe-havens: The increase in negative tone gave a small bid to gold which is trading at $1,839..
Elsewhere oil traded a little higher with Brent crude breaking the $50 barrier on the back of a
belief that vaccines will allow economies recover in 2021 and with that so will demand for oil. 
Looking ahead: Main focus next week will be on Brexit and Fed statement on interest rates 
 on 16th December

Brexit Update

GSK and Sanofi
GSK and its partner Sanofi have announced a delay to their Covid19
trials due to an insufficient immune response in elderly Patients.It
would appear that in yopunger patients they are getting a positive
reaction but not in older patients. The companies have decided to
refine their vaccine for the older cohort.Shares of Sanofi which are
down 9% year to date were weaker in early trading. 

Lufthansa
In what should be an interesting read over for Ryanair, The CEO of
Lufthansa has said that bookings at the airline have Tripled for next
summer saying  he expects business on average to reach half of 2019
levels next year. He further said that the concrete prospect of an
effective vaccine against the coronavirus had boosted confidence
among passengers. "The fact that people have also already reserved
flights for the Easter period shows how confident they are," he was
quoted as saying on Friday. "I expect that next year we will be able to
achieve half the level of 2019 again on average, and for the summer
and autumn we calculate up to 70%." Lufthansa expects to stop
bleeding cash next year and hopes to be profitable from 2022, he
said.

Airbnb
Following their debut yesterday the shares of Airbnb have doubled 
 now valuing the home rental company at over $100 billion, making  it
the largest Us IPO this year. The stock was listed at $68 and traded at
$146 at the off, It traded as high as $165 before closing at $144.7. 
The placing raised over $3.5 billion for the company which only three
months ago was cutting staff and closing offices. It would appear that
as Lockdowns continue more travelers are staying local and booking
homes rather than hotels. This new booking strategy is helping boost
the company's profits


